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PÖSSL
Always best on the road.

Pössl Motorhomes
„First look for a companion, then start your journey.“(far eastern proverb)

No matter if on holiday, for spare-time activities or every day - you are always best 

prepared in a Pössl motorhome. After two decades gaining experience in the art of 

creating large spaces in small rooms, Pössl motorhomes are offering the advantages of a 

spacious car with the comfort of a mobile home.

Thousands of customers all over the continent are cherishing and valuing this specialisation 

and have all got what they were searching for: experiencing mobile freedom, enjoying the 

journey in itself, arriving safely at the destination and enjoying the comfort of modern 

living there and then. Oh, you don‘t own a „Pössl“ as yet? - Well, then it is time to look out 

for this ideal travel companion! You just have to make a choice for one of our 12 models 

in the D-line or H-line.
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PÖSSL D-LINE
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Compact, elegant and sportive.

In many respects the eight layouts of the D-line are simply hits with our customers. If you are 

travelling in pairs or with a family - the D-line will offer the right model for the right purpose and 

will create the best travel experience possible.

High quality furniture design, practical, detailed solutions and a lot of technical finesses turn life 

on board of a Pössl into an absolute travel enjoyment. More importantly: With the exception of 

one model, all models come in layouts with at least 4 registered seats. The only thing left then, is 

making the choice and here we go…

The Way is the Destination
Travelling turns into an experience with a Pössl
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Dapper, roomy and comfortable - this is how the 2Win presents itself on a Citroën 

Jumper or Fiat Ducato. The seats combined with the half dinette and the swivelling 

driver‘s and passenger‘s seats are offering space for 4 individuals. Kitchen and  

bathroom aren‘t leaving anything to wish for. Wardrobe and roof cabinets are 

creating various storage possibilities. There‘s additional clearance beneath the 

double bed in the rear for bulky items. The half dinette can be changed into an 

emergency bed by utilising the driver‘s seat. Optionally, it is possible to create a 

comfortable single crossing bed. No wonder that the 2Win is regarded as a classic 

within the Pössl model range 

2WIN
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Overview of all advantages

Touch and Go in a Classic sense.

Interior design: Passion (optional)Interior design: Passion (optional)Interior design: Passion (optional) Alternative table (optional)

Loads of Storage
Generous amount of storage space for all 
the big luggage and all  the little extras. 

460 kg Payload
No stress while packing – a Globecar is 
carrying everything with ease. 

Clear Living Space Layout
Living comfort with concept – exactly like 
at home. 

Dynamic with Comfort
To start Classically



2WIN
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Layout: 2Win Exterior view: 2Win

5.998 x 2.050 x 2.650 l x W x H 2 + 1 Fresh water: 95 l
Waste water: 92 l

1.905 Rear bed: 1.960 x 1.400/1.300 Citroën: 2,2l-110/130/150 Ps; 3,0l-177 Ps
Fiat: 2,0l-115 Ps; 2,3l-130/148 Ps; 3,0l-177 Ps

4 2 x 11 kg 2.840 kg

2W
IN
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If you‘ll like to add some more exclusivity to the 2Win, then the 2Win style is 

exactly what you are looking for! Also available on a Citroën Jumper or Fiat 

Ducato, the 2Win offers a lot of design elements which turn it into a motorhome 

with extra class: roof railing, alloy wheels, aluminium grey metallic finish, 

bumpers in chassis colour, leather design upholstery, a generously sized bathroom 

with exclusive room dividers, an interior creating elegant ambience and loads of 

additional technological finesses. In short: the ideal motorhome for everyone who 

wants to experience freedom and adventure on the highest possible level. 

2WIN STYLE
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Overview of all advantages:

Travelling with sportive Elegance.

Interior design: Spirit Interior design: Spirit Interior design: Spirit 

Loads of Storage
Variable clearance for everything you 
won‘t want to miss during your holiday.

420 kg Payload
Enough space to prevent you from hitting 
„packing limits“.

Spacious Central Bathroom
Lots of room for your daily refreshments 
inside the „wellness room“ of your Pössl.

Sportively and Elegantly Designed- 
Inside and Outside
Fascinating at fi rst glance. Greatly 
represented with this vehicle.

Traveling with Style
Design for the Ambitious

Alternative table (optional)



2WIN STYLE
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Layout: 2Win Style Exterior view: 2Win Style
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5.998 x 2.050 x 2.650 l x W x H 2 + 1 Fresh water: 95 l
Waste water: 92 l

1.905 Rear bed: 1.960 x 1.400/1.300 Citroën: 2,2l-130/150 Ps; 3,0l-177 Ps
Fiat: 2,3l-130/148 Ps; 3,0l-177 Ps

4 2 x 11 kg 2.880 kg
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5.41m vehicle length guarantees sportive driving, small shunting and turning 

radiuses and best conditions for parking. Therefore, it is no wonder that the 

Roadcamp, on Citroën Jumper or Fiat Ducato chassis basis, has become a hit with 

the public literally at a fast pace. Together with the big rear double bed it sports a 

practical kitchen and a spacious bathroom. The half dinette can be changed into a 

crossing bed (optional) to create a third sleeping space. Who only travels in pairs 

or orders the raising roof with the double bed, should consider the option of the 

alternative multifunctional table.

ROADCAMP

Interior design: Calva/Swing Interior design: Calva/Swing Interior design: Calva/Swing 
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Overview of all advantages:

Fast and agile on the Road.

Short Wheel Base
Agile and fl exible while shunting and 
driving on winding roads. 

Loads of Storage
Enough space for your favourite things and 
a lot more. 

535 kg Payload
Careless packing without stress – nothing 
has to to be left at home. 

Clear Separation of Living Spaces
Living, sleeping, showering and cooking – 
everything has its place here.

Short and Great
Compact space Miracle with a sportive Touch



ROADCAMP
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Layout: Roadcamp Exterior view: Roadcamp

5.413 x 2.050 x 2.650 l x W x H 2 Fresh water: 95 l
Waste water: 92 l

1.905 1.960 x 1.320/1.170 Citroën: 2,2l-110/130/150 v Ps; 3,0l-177 Ps
Fiat: 2,0l-115 Ps; 2,3l-130/148 Ps; 3,0l-177 Ps

4 2 x 11 kg 2.765 kg
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ROADCRUISER

Two separated beds in the rear and the centrally positioned bathroom with its 

two-parted shutter door are characterising the Roadcruiser - the new definitive 

dimension in the world of motorhomes, based on Citroën Jumper or Fiat Ducato 

chassis basis. By swivelling the passenger‘s and the driver‘s seat, the half 

dinette offers comfortable space for 4 individuals. The third emergency bed can 

be optionally replaced with a comfortable crossing bed. And you can change 

the separate beds in the rear into a kingsize double bed with just a few hand 

movements. No question: on a length of 6.36m the Roadcruiser creates new 

individuality standards.

Interior design Calva/Swing Interior design Calva/Swing Interior design Calva/Swing 
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Experiencing Individuality.

Overview of all advantages:

Alternative table (optional)

Separated Rear Beds or           
King Size Double Bed
Sleep how you like and where you like – 
but always extremely comfortable. 

Loads of Storage
Enough space for everything – and if 
needed, even a little more. 

505 kg Payload
Enough clearance for packing – absolutely 
without being spoilt for choice. 

Spacious Central Bathroom
Enjoy showering deluxe. 

Clear Layout of Living Space
A mobile apartment for simply feeling 
cosy.

Room for Living
Maximum Elbow Room and highest Comfort



ROADCRUISER
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Layout: Roadcruiser Exterior view: Roadcruiser

6.358 x 2.050 x 2.650 l x W x H 2 +1 Fresh water: 95 l
Waste water: 92 l

1.905
single bed right: 2.000 x 800
single bed left: 1.900 x 800
Double bed: 2.000/1.900 x 1.900

Citroën: 2,2l-130/150 Ps; 3,0l-177 Ps
Fiat: 2,3l-130/148 Ps; 3,0l-177 Ps

4 2 x 11 kg 2.995 kg
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Alternative table (optional)
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The 4Family basis model, on Citroën Jumper or Fiat Ducato chassis basis, offers up 

to six registered seats as standard. Besides the generous rear kingsize double bed, 

the classic dinette can be changed into a comfortable single bed for an adult or a 

double bed for two children. The optional raising roof creates a first level, which 

can be used as a children‘s room. Due to safety restrictions and weight issues, the 

registered seats will then have to be reduced, but safety comes first, right? Or shall 

it be a 4Family-l with an l-shaped lounge? The open living room will then create 

the ambience of a luxury apartment.

4FAMILY /-L
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Overview of all advantages:

Versatile Family Holiday.

Interior design Calva/Passion (optional)Interior design Calva/Passion (optional)Interior design Calva/Passion (optional)

Standard with up to 6 registered seats
The ideal family vehicle for mobile 
holidays. 

Loads of Storage
A lot of storage space for the holiday 
luggage - even the favourite teddy has 
space for traveling.  

505 kg Payload
Generous clearance up to the limits. 

Spacious Central Bathroom
„Wellness room“ for the whole family. 

Clear Living Space Layout
Generous ambience - functional and 
comfortable in one. 

All together on the Road
The Family-friendly Way of Going on Holidays



4FAMILY /-L
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Layout: 4Family L

Layout: 4Family

Exterior view: 4Family /-L

6.358 x 2.050 x 2.650 l x W x H 3 + 2 optional
l-Version: 2 + 1

Fresh water: 95 l
Waste water: 92 l

1.905 Rear bed: 1.960 x 1.450/1.350
Dinette: 1.900 x 1.070/900 (nicht bei l)

Citroën: 2,2l-130/150 Ps; 3,0l-177 Ps
Fiat: 2,3l-130/148 Ps; 3,0l-177 Ps

up to 6 (depending on options)
l-Version: 4 2 x 11 kg 2.995 kg
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Layout: 4Family L

Layout: 4Family

The Family-friendly Way of Going on Holidays
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An agile, sleek and still fully functional motorhome - that‘s the Fortuna on Ford  

Transit chassis base. The Variosystem guarantees  optimal use of space combined 

with the highest comfort for sleeping-, living- and kitchen-area. The half dinette 

easily offers space for 4 travellers. Utilising the driver‘s seat the half dinette can 

be changed into an third emergency bed. The bathroom offers the tested and 

proven Pössl standard quality with the Thetford-Cassette WC, washing basin and 

integrated shower. - The ideal 2-person vehicle, in which you can accommodate 

your grandchild occasionally as well.

FORTUNA
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Overview of all advantages:

Good Fortune is travelling.

Interior design Calva/Passion (optional)Interior design Calva/Passion (optional)Interior design Calva/Passion (optional)

Loads of Storage
A lot of storage space for all your luggage 
– even the little extras.

970 kg Payload
With this huge payload you can 
completely forget about weighing – 
simply load and start your journey.  

Clear Living Space Layout
Living comfort on four wheels – ordered 
and clear.  

Flexible and agile
Excellent use of space, thanks to the Variosystem



FORTUNA
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Layout: Fortuna Exterior view: Fortuna

5.651 x 1.974/2.074 x 2.695 l x W x H 2 +1 Fresh water: 100 l
Waste water: 80 l

1.950 Rear bed: 1.920 x 1.310/1.220 Ford: 2,2l-125/140 Ps

4 2 x 11 kg 2.530 kg
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The For2 on Ford Transit chassis basis is a motorhome strictly for two travellers, 

containing two registered seats and offering a living room which can easily be 

called a „luxury lounge“. The panorama view through the four windows in the rear 

is as „unique“, as is the lounge which easily offers space for up to 6 visitors.

The length of the single beds (228cm left - 185cm right) is second to none. That a 

double bed (width of 170cm) can be created with just a few hand movements is  

even „sensational“. Together with the wardrobe, the comfortable bathroom and 

the gourmet kitchen - a hotel suite can‘t offer more comfort than that.

FOR2
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Overview of all advantages:

Mobile living with a View.

Interior design Calva/SwingInterior design Calva/SwingInterior design Calva/Swing

Loads of Storage
Enough space for everything you don‘t 
want to miss during your holiday. 

990 kg Payload
Loading and ready to go – nothing has to 
be kept back. 

Panorama L-shaped Lounge with 
up to 6 seats
Your favourite place for the cosy evening 
with friends.  

Room for Two
For holidays rich with experiences



FOR2
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Layout: For 2 Exterior view: For2

FO
R2

5.651 x 1.974/2.074 x 2.695 l x W x H 2 Fresh water: 100 l
Waste water: 80 l

1.950
single bed right: 1.850 x 700
single bed left: 2.280 x 700
Double bed: 1.850/2.280 x 1.700

Ford: 2,2l-125/140 Ps

2 2 x 11 kg 2.510 kg
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01  On-board technology: 95l fresh water tanks with the newest turn-drain (Citroën and Fiat), 80 to 92l waste water tanks, 95Ah board 

batteries, Truma Combi for heating and boiler, 60l refrigerator with 5l freezer box and the Thetford-Cassette WC are standard equipment in 

all D-line models and guarantee your mobility. 02  Insulation: styrodur, PE-Foam and Wood for the roof, RTM-Foam, Wood and PVC for the 

floor and 10-20mm PE-Foam and wood for the walls create insulation specs which are one of a kind. The partly-glued sandwich construction 

method eliminates cold bridges and guarantees additionally for a high sound insulation. 03  Winter Comfort: the warm air ventilation in the left 

rear area creates a homogenous dispersion of warm air during the cold seasons. 04  storage Room: generous clearances are situated beneath 

all fixed beds. Even bulky and long objects can be placed and handled comfortably with the possibility to load through the rear door. 05  

Kitchen comfort: practically and space-savingly installed near the entrance door, the kitchen block with 2-flame cooker, sink, extendable work 

surface and spacious drawers turns cooking into pure enjoyment. 06  Bathroom variations: the fully equipped bathrooms are coming in two 

variations: either sideways positioned or centrally with separating shutter doors. Both variations guarantee comfort like home. 

COLOURS AND TECHNOLOGY
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Comfort, Design and safety.

01 02

04

03

08

06

05

Technology D-Line
Highest Functionality and tested and proven standards



07  Windows: enough and evenly distributed windows create a light and friendly ambience inside the whole interior. Thanks to the shutter/

mosquito blinds you can darken the inside of your motorhome or keep out annoying insects. 08  Roof Room: all layouts of the D-line on 

Citroën Jumper or Fiat Ducato chassis basis can be optionally fitted with a GFK Raising Roof. The raising roof contains a huge mattress for 

2 additional sleeping places and creates an ideal children‘s room. Additional lighting and skylight are of course included.

COLOURS AND TECHNOLOGY
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Interior designs:

08

0706

swing
(serie)

spirit 
(style)

Passion 
(alternative)

FIAT/CITROËN Polar White

FIAT Tizian Red

FIAT/CITROËN blueline

FIAT/CITROËN Black Metallic

FIAT/CITROËN Irongrey Metallic

FIAT/CITROËN Imperial Blue

FIAT avario paganini

FIAT/CITROËN golden white metallic

FIAT/CITROËN Profondo Red Metallic

FIAT/CITROËN lago Blue Metallic

FIAT/CITROËN grey metallic

FIAT/CITROËN Aluminium Grey Metallic

FORD Race Red

FORD Frost White

FORD Polar silver Metallic

FORD Mars Red Metallic

FORD Panther Black Metallic

FORD Micastone silver Metallic

FORD Blazer Blue

FORD inkblue metallic

FORD Midnight sky Blue Metallic



Elegantly curved GFK High Tops are the distinguishing features of the H-line. The bespoke production in a 

manufacture guarantees high-class quality, intelligent technological finesses and refined detailed solutions. 

The interior design in valuable Rosewood Décor creates an exclusive ambience of highest elegance. In short:  

you can make your dreams of travelling with the maximum of individuality come true. The only thing you have 

to do now is choosing the best fitting model…

22

PÖSSL H-LINE
Travelling on the Highest level.

H-Line
Individual solutions, intelligent Details
H-Line
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For 10 years consecutively voted „Motorhome of the Year“ by the readers of 

„promobil“, the Concorde Compact, built on Citroën Jumper or Fiat Ducato chassis, 

still continues to fascinate. The classic four-seats dinette includes the option to 

create two additional registered seats and a fourth sleeping space. The generous 

bunk bed offers hotel comfort quality. The bathroom is being positioned over the 

whole width of the vehicle‘s rear and therefore guarantees for ultimate comfort. 

And the kitchen convinces with practical solutions and almost endless storage 

capacity.

No wonder that the Concorde Compact continues to be a hit with the public…

CONCORDE COMPACTCONCORDE COMPACT

Interior design: Rose/NavanoInterior design: Rose/NavanoInterior design: Rose/Navano
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Overview of all advantages:

Compact and agile.

Short Wheel Base
Agile and fl exible while shunting and 
driving on winding roads or narrow town 
streets. 

Oprtimised with up to 6 registered 
seats
Enough room for holiday experiences with 
friends and family. 

490 kg Payload
Generous storage capacity for a 
comfortable mobile holiday. 

Spacious Rear End Bathroom
Exclusive comfort-bathroom leaving no 
open wishes. 

Dynamic and open for Discoveries
Newly experiencing holidays



CONCORDE COMPACT
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Layout: Concorde Compact Exterior view: Concorde Compact

3 + 1 optional 

2 x 11 kg

Bunk Bed: 2.100 x 1.700
Dinette: 1.960 x 850/780 (optional: 1.960 x 1.300)

4 + 2 optional

5.413 x 2.050 x 3.030 (3.115 optional)  l x W x H

2.450

Fresh water: 75 l
Waste water: 80 l

Citroën: 2,2l-130/150 Ps; 3,0l-177 Ps
Fiat: 2,3l-130/148 Ps; 3,0l-177 Ps

2.810 kg 



With only 4.99m vehicle length the Roady - on Citroën Jumper or Fiat Ducato 

chassis basis - proves to be a very agile motorhome, compatible with all kinds of  

roads. The living room with half dinette, kitchen, numerous storage possibilities 

and elegantly rounded roof cabinets is a design master piece. The panorama 

bunk bed with its windows on two sides in the high top, creates simply enjoyable  

sleeping experiences. A third sleeping place is optional by utilising the half dinette. 

And the bathroom, which is being positioned over the whole rear width, combines 

high sanitary comfort with generous space.

ROADYROADY

Interior design: Rose/NizzaInterior design: Rose/NizzaInterior design: Rose/Nizza
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Overview of all advantages:

Being on the Road Everywhere.

Only 4.99m Vehicle Length
Short and great – you will reach anywhere 
with this vehicle. 

535 kg Payload
Still room for some more? - Sure.

Spacious Rear End Bathroom
An extra-class comfort-bathroom for 
refreshing and simply feeling great. 

Mobile on all Roads
Pössl‘s smallest - but otherwise: really big!



ROADY
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Layout: Roady Exterior view: Roady

2 + 1 optional

2 x 11 kg

Bunk Bed: 2.050 x 1.700

4

4.990 x 2.050 x 3.115 l x W x H

2.450 

Fresh water: 75 l
Waste water: 80 l

Citroën: 2,2l-130/150Ps; 3,0l-177 Ps
Fiat: 2,3l-130/148 Ps; 3,0l-177 Ps

2.765 kg 



5.41m vehicle length, four registered seats, a standard deluxe double bunk bed, 

four sleeping places, a comfortable kitchen with numerous storage possibilities 

and the most spacious bathroom in the van conversion category - those are the 

highlights of the new Pössl Roady Vario, build on Citroën Jumper or Fiat Ducato 

chassis basis. A family vacation with rear bunk beds, a sports tour with a huge rear 

garage or the comfort holiday with the option for separated sleeping arrangements 

- all this is possible with the Roady Vario. Convincing in all situations and creating 

purely enjoyable holiday experiences.

ROADY VARIOROADY VARIO

Interior design: Rose/Nizza
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Overview of all advantages:

On the Road with a space Miracle.

Short Wheel Base:
Agile and fl exible on all kinds of roads. 

Standard Rear Bunk Beds
Arrangement of beds with optimal use of 
space. 

Four Beds Standard
Ideal for a family vacation.

Enormous Rear Garage if needed
For mobility on two wheels at the holiday 
destination. 

470 kg Payload
No problems with packing.

Bathroom built over the whole
Vehicle Width
Wellness Bathroom with huge space.

One for All
Flexible Multi-Talent



ROADY VARIO
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Layout: Roady Vario Exterior view: Roady Vario

4

2 x 11 kg

Bunk Bed: 2.050 x 1.700 mm 
lower bunk bed: 1.960 x 740 · upper bunk bed: 1.680 x 670

4 

5.413 x 2.050 x 3.110 l x W x H

2.450

Fresh water: 75 l
Waste water: 80 l 

Citroën: 2,2l-130/150 Ps; 3,0l-177 Ps
Fiat: 2,3l-130/148 Ps; 3,0l-177 Ps

2.830 kg 



The 2Win Vario - build on Citroën Jumper or Fiat Ducato chassis basis - is the 

H-line variant of the 2Win classic. The spacious rear double bed can be extended 

with the optional WINX bunk bed containing a highly comfortable wave profile 

mattress. In doing so up to four persons can comfortably sleep in the 2Win Vario. 

The comfort bathroom contains an extendable shower basin. The rounded-up 

kitchen block easily wins over with its elegance and functionality. Utilising the 

passenger‘s and the driver‘s seat, four individuals can comfortably sit in the half 

dinette.

last but not least, the 2Win Vario includes a huge wardrobe and - due to the 

high roof - spacious roof cabinets. Everything is thoroughly thought-through in this 

special model.

2WIN VARIO2WIN VARIO

Interior design: Rose/Mindoro
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Overview of all advantages:

For the pure Joy of Travelling.

Optimal 4 Beds
Variable sleeping space accommodating 
every demand. 

Loads of Storage Space
Flexible amount of storeroom for 
everything what you need whilst being on 
vacation. 

580 kg Payload
Enough reserves for all the little extras. 

Clear Separation of Living Areas
Mobile apartment with separated 
functional areas.

Perfect into the last Detail
How to turn Travelling into Pure Enjoyment



2WIN VARIO
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Layout: 2Win Vario Exterior view: 2Win Vario

2 + 2 optional

2 x 11 kg

Rear bed: 1.950 x 1.400/1.200
Bunk Bed optional: 2.150 x 1.350

4

5.999 x 2.050 x 3.115 l x W x H

without high top bed: 2.450 
with high top bed: 2.230 

Fresh water: 80 l
Waste water: 80 l

Citroën: 2,2l-130/150 Ps; 3,0l-177 Ps
Fiat: 2,3l-130/148 Ps; 3,0l-177 Ps

2.920 kg 



01  GFK High Tops: the PU-Foam insulation, the approved and tested sandwich build and the 3mm roof upholstery act warmth- and coolth-

insulating and guarantee an excellent room climate. 02  Technology on board: the long-living and maintenance-free Jonson-Control Battery 

(Yellow Top) creates self-sufficient mobility and will never let you down in low temperatures. Finest technology from CBE and Truma are 

rounding up the quality of our technological construction. 03  storage Capacity: regardless which model you choose - thought-through 

storage systems, ball bearing drawers and generous storage possibilities beneath the bunk beds, enable to carry luggage of various kinds. 

04  Design Furniture: high-value rosewood design, corpus back walls in all interior installments, massive wood sizes and reliably resilient 

hinges and braces are characteristic for the H-line furniture. Another plus point: the double-sided laminate surfaces are extremely durable.  

COLOURS AND TECHNOLOGYCOLOURS AND TECHNOLOGY
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Comfort, Design and safety.

01

05 07

05

02 0403

Technology H-Line
Mobility on the highest level



05  luxury kitchens: exclusive designs, refined detailed solutions and a high measure of functionality characterise all kitchens of the H-

line, without exception. 06  Bathroom comfort: racks, storage boxes, Thetford Cassette WC, washing basin, integrated shower and standard 

bathroom window are creating an „at home“ ambience. 07  Exclusive living Quality: Just simply put all out H-line models to the test and you 

will be convinced that it is possible to live a cosy and comfortable life whilst travelling.

COLOURS AND TECHNOLOGY
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07

05 06

Navano
(Concorde Compact)

Nizza
(Roady, Roady Vario)

Mindoro
(2Win Vario)

FIAT/CITROËN Polar White

FIAT Tizian Red

FIAT/CITROËN Black Metallic

FIAT/CITROËN Irongrey Metallic

FIAT/CITROËN blueline

FIAT/CITROËN Imperial Blue

FIAT avario paganini

FIAT/CITROËN golden white metallic

FIAT/CITROËN Profondo Red Metallic

FIAT/CITROËN lago Blue Metallic

FIAT/CITROËN grey metallic

FIAT/CITROËN Aluminium Grey Metallic

Interior designs:



01  Rack systems: Bicycle racks can be fitted to the right rear door without problems. For motorcycle racks it is advised to use the sliding 

system, i.e. the rack can be slided to the left even when loaded, so that the right rear door is accessible. 02  Awnings: they extent the living 

room during longer stays and provide shadow during high temperatures. During bad weather they can act as rain protection and save the 

interior to get dirty. 03  loading Capacity: in general the payload specs of Globecar vehicles are quite generously measured. Nevertheless 

it is advisable to raise the payload up to 3.500kg, even if the standard payload is 3.300kg. This is especially valid for the addition of a 

motorcycle rack. 04  Thermomatts: Being installed in front of the sliding door the thermomatt is the ideal insulation without hindering entry 

and exit. Used as a separation between driver‘s compartment and living space the thermomatt can enhance the heating performance and the 

efficiency of the air condition. 
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05  Mosquito Net: a two-parted mosquito net - fixed by velcro at the  sliding door frame - hinders annoying insects to enter the vehicle‘s 

inside. 06  Roof Railing: It is advised to be installed for the addition of an awning. Together with cross beams the railing offers the option for 

a roof rack. 07  sun Protection: the translucent driver‘s cabin cover for the wind screen, driver‘s and passenger‘s door is being fixed easily 

and functions as a heat protection. 08  sight Protection: the driver‘s cabin‘s blind is standard in all Globecar motorhomes and are fixed to 

the wind screen. Who wants to protect the interior from unwanted looks opts for the optional blinds for the driver‘s and passenger‘s door. 
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Your Pössl Dealer is looking forward to meet you!

Please place Dealer Details here

Technical changes reserved. Please be advised that some pictures in this brochure are showing alternative designs which come with a 

surcharge. All length specs and volumes are metric. Please refer to the price list for additional options and prices. Differences in colours are 

due to the printing process. All information as of 06/2011.
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